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WELCOME TO OUR NOVEMBER 2017 NEWSLETTER
One of our members, Liz Ashton,
organised a trip for MountainViewers in
the Nephin Begs for you to read about
– we are planning more trips next year.
Meanwhile the intrepid Pepe found
himself in a spot of bull bother on a hill
called Ballyhook.
MountainViews has started to take an
interest in the Coast and Island of Ireland.
There’s a spectrum of such walking from
family outings to pretty challenging. This
month Peter Walker tells us about the
terrors of Sturrall, a coastal hill in Donegal and there’s indications of
easier walking near the cliffs of Moher.
And as usual we have photos, place comments,
videos and challenge sections, an MI report etc.
Enjoy.
The MI October Meet
The Mountaineering Ireland October meet was held in Donegal this
year. Aspects that were interesting from a hillwalkers point of view
included an official suggestion made by the Irish Ramblers Club
(IRC) that Mountaineering Ireland should, following a process of
preparation, create a hillwalkers’ committee. The Irish Ramblers Club
are based in Dublin, have over 600 members and organise around 10
events a week. Around 85% of the membership of Mountaineering
Ireland are hillwalkers. The proposed hillwalkers’ committee would
take its place amongst the various committees and sub-groups
that Mountaineering Ireland has such as the Access & Conservation
Committee, the Climbing Committee and BOS (training). It would
be a place to coordinate the sport of hillwalking, particularly its
development and popularisation. The IRC were looking for support

from other clubs some of whom were present for
this suggestion. There may be a motion brought
to the MI Agm regarding this in March 2018.
In the opinion of the writer, this committee
will only succeed if sufficient support is given
it by clubs, individuals, MI publications and the
MI Board. Creating such a committee requires
a defined scope, achievable goals and terms of
reference agreed probably before the committee proper actually
starts. Hillwalking organisation generally in Ireland is very much a
bottom up affair and a successful all-Ireland hillwalking body needs
understanding from its constituency. An obvious place to start is
for MI to facilitate discussion of the idea by the membership in the
upcoming consultation for the 4 year plan.
errigal
The track up Errigal has been badly damaged by footfall. MI invited
attendees at the MI October Meet to a discussion with the Dunlewey
Development Committee and other interested parties. This reviewed
the history and various studies that have been made of the damage
and the proposals for repair. There is an ongoing discussion as to what
form improvements should take and indeed what the objectives are.
A member of the Dunlewey Development Committee mentioned
that they are interested in promoting walks in other neighbouring
areas. MountainViews of course lists dozens of interesting hills such
as Slieve Snaght, Drumnaliferny, Dooish etc in the area and we have
always advocated that one way to reduce damage to honey-pot
mountains is to point out the attractions of other summits. We even
incentivise people to visit these other places by making them part
of list challenges. Properly managed with dispersed starting points
we believe expanding the range of places people visit will not cause
excessive damage elsewhere. While we recognise that the problems
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The summit of Errigal - © Rossographer - geograph.org.uk/

existing car park. What’s good is that there is a wide discussion which
hopefully will avoid the seriously negative and impulsive development
as occurred on Cuilcagh.
Call for material for Annual
Annual 2017 - to be published in Feb 2018 - Start thinking about
contributions for this now please!

of Errigal (or Cuilcagh or Carrauntoohil or Slieve Foy) aren’t going to
be solved solely by the MV approach we were gratified to see that
it was recognised as an objective by the development committee.
Helen Lawless (Hillwalking, Access & Conservation Officer of MI) also
acknowledged this approach.
It looks like there will be considerable further discussion as to
the route(s) of a new path up Errigal. It appears that the Dunlewey
Development Committee are in favour of one that more or less
starts in Dun Lewey rather than simply improving the route from the

For the last two years we have brought out a PDF style magazine.
We hope to do the same next year, “The MountainViews ANNUAL
2017”. We are looking for feature length
illustrated articles. And photos. And shorter
items for “Your Walking Highlights of 2017”.
For the highlights we are mainly looking for
experiences in Ireland though as last time we
will include some adventures abroad. We will
consider any areas of interest to hillwalkers
in Ireland, for example articles on Challenge
Walking (both organised and individual),
Family Walking, Gear, Flora & Fauna, Holiday
Walking, Coastal or Island walking etc are all
welcome.
If you are thinking of contributing, do
please look at the last Annuals at:
http://mountainviews.ie/newsletters/month/2017-02/
http://mountainviews.ie/newsletters/month/2016-02/
Let’s make the next annual as good a success.
winter talks
We are continuing to develop a Winter Hillwalkers Talks programme.
Proposed, not yet agreed, dates include 17th Jan 2018, 23rd Feb for
the Annual Gathering, 11th April.
Suggestions or proposals for speakers both main speakers and for
a shorter slot are welcome at admin@mountainviews.ie
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features in this issue

the mountainviews pub quiz 2017

• Peter Walker experiences the mighty promontory of Sturrall on the
south-west Donegal coast - P. 11

A great evening was had by all (and a great number of pints were
also had by all) on Wednesday 18th 2017 at the MV Pub Quiz in the
Lansdowne Hotel. Thanks to Jim Holmes for his entertaining turn as
quizmaster and for everyone who attended. Thanks to Colin Murphy
for setting the questions and organising the event. There were prizes
galore (almost one for everyone in the audience!) and we raised a
substantial sum which was divided evenly between Mountain Rescue
Ireland and towards the maintenance of the MV website.

• Liz Ashton recounts the trip to the Glendahurk Horseshoe - P. 16
• David Murphy has a Close Encounter of the Bovine Kind - P. 17
• The Highwayman Challenge gave Jim Holmes a surprisingly good
Autumnal leg-stretch - P. 20
• Simon Stewart on the latest innovations and developments on the
MountainViews website - P. 25
and our regular features
NORTH, SOUTH, WEST, EAST: Route ideas and places to go.

But it’s amazing that no one in Ireland seems to know the meaning of
Aer Lingus or the plural of ‘mongoose’ but almost everyone knows
where the Isles of Langerhans are!

TRACK OF THE MONTH: A mammoth 90km on-road and off-road
trip taking in The Ballyhouras and The Glen of Aherlow.
2 videos featured this month: A scramble onto the summit
tor of Slieve Bearnagh and Brocken Spectres and the deeply
underrated Stumpa Duloigh
PHOTOGRAPHY: The best recent images from MVs contributors

Enjoying the craic at the quiz
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WRONG OPTION is the appropriately capitalised
title of the winner of this month’s best comment
P LA C E
award. Buny Clare describes one of those days
C O M M E N T when everything can go wrong even on a hill just
OF THE
180 metres in height – a salutary lesson for all
M O N T H hillwalkers.
As we advance in years some of us do not put the
same effort in planning as we would have In previous years.
I had climbed Mullaghmore on two previous occasions (see 10/6/2016)
Last Friday I was joined by two friends. Actually, it was not my original
intention to climb this hill , I was going to bypass Mullaghmore in my
stage walk from Limerick to Ballyvaughan. However, I was determined
to show my pals the magnificent scenery from the peak. We travelled
by car to Cooloorta first as this was the area where I had previously
finished a stage of my Ballyvaughan trek. For a few reasons we
decided not to climb Mullaghmore from this Eastern direction and
travelled by car to the usual popular Southern route , where we
would also have an option to climb Knockanes after reaching the
Mullaghmore summit.
Commencing at approximately 13.00 hrs, all went well but the
weather was poor when we reached the peak, it was wet with very
little wind. We discussed our three options: the first was to return
on the same route, the second (marked) to circuit the Hill , the third
to walk to the base of Knockanes (680m) and then if the weather
improved we could climb to the peak and return to our car via the
road on the west side of the Hill or walk on to Carron where another
car awaited. We selected the third option . Without a track, I can only
describe the going as difficult on the slippery limestone pavements.
At approximately 15.30 we were at the Base of Knockanes and as it
was still raining and cloud appearing over the Hill, we decided not
to climb but to try and locate the track leading from the road to the
Hill. I had seen this track on an old Burren map.. Once we located this
track we could easily reach the road . NOT SO EASY!!!!.We could not
locate the track. We could see a farmer a few hundred metres in front

of us taking his cattle up the Hill so we decided it might be wiser not
to proceed further north. I now believe the track was probably very
close to where the farmer was taking his cattle. Anyway, we decided
to walk over very rough ground to try and reach the road . We could
see Father Ted’s house in the distance and we assumed the road was
adjacent. We got, with difficulty, to within a few hundred metres of
the meadow which would have taken us to the road. Here we made
a wrong decision, instead of trying to walk through the hazel trees
to reach the fields and the road, we decided instead to walk back
south and try and make our way over to the east in order to re-join
the The Mullaghmore track. After almost 2 hours of difficult walking
which included having to climb down a 20 foot gully, cross a stream
and scramble with difficulty up the opposite rocky face, we eventually
reached the Mullaghnore track and arrived at our car at 18.15.
…A challenging day! Buny Clare
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Rising to the challenge

As old as the hills
A journey back in time to the Bronze Age and medieval Ireland, was
the experience of Bunsen7, as he explored Wicklow’s Tinoran Hill.
http://mountainviews.ie/summit/946/comment/19768/

EAST

http://mountainviews.ie/summit/98/comment/19745/
Off the beaten track
Member ewen foregoes the
well-trodden track via the
Dwyer/McAllister cottage
up Keadeen Mountain
in Wicklow, and finds an
alternative path to the
summit.
http://mountainviews.
ie/summit/186/
comment/19734/

WEST

No less than 17 intrepid walkers took up the challenge walk
that included Corranabinnia in Mayo, and was organised by MV
Committee member Liz50 (read her account here). And a thoroughly
enjoyable trek it was, reports wicklore.

Cliffhanger
Lislorkan Top and Stockeen
Cliff Top in Clare are the
just along from the Cliffs
of Moher Visitor Centre,
and the cliff path to the top
is beyond breathtaking,
reports sandman.
http://mountainviews.
ie/summit/5083/
comment/19766/
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Distant views
from a small hill

the Isle of Mann, reports Ulsterpooka.

Castlemahon
‘Mountain’ is
surely one of
Ireland’s great
misnomers, as
it rises to a wee
128m in the
Belfast hills, but
on good days
affords views of

BE ST
CO M M EN T
Pagan rituals
AN D
in Cork!
PH O TO
A hill formerly
associate with
paganism, the
only rituals
now are Scouts
boiling hot
chocolate,
reports jackill, his
report enhanced
with a striking
photo.

http://mountainviews.ie/summit/1368/comment/19749/

http://mountainviews.ie/summit/1503/comment/19741/

NORTH

SOUTH

In the main...
An updated
short summary
from simon3
on Inishowen’s
second highest
Arderin, Slieve
Main.

http://mountainviews.ie/summit/427/comment/5186/

Mission…almost
impossible
Sturrakeen in the Galty
Mountains presents
such obstacles as a sign
threatening you with being
shot, ‘keep out’ signs,
dense, near impenetrable
forest, bog holes, and a
host of other obstacles,
reports muddyboots.
http://mountainviews.
ie/summit/375/
comment/19732/
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TRACK of the month
A walk in the Ballyhouras is crowned as this month’s Track of the
Month. Mlmoroneybb deserves it for a devotion to challenge (as
opposed to Challenge) walking that may not feature genuinely

The Ballyhoura Way in a day challenge
Length: 90.3km Time taken: 20h22m
Ascent: 1531m Descent: 1540m
Places: Start at R39436 09790, Carron Mountain, Little Carron.
End at R86457 38771 55km NE from Start.
(Statistics such as Ascent or Length etc should be regarded as approximate. Duration
depends on the speed of the person making the track)

http://mountainviews.ie/track/3630/

spectacular scenery. But a lot of great days in the hills are about
shared experiences with friends, and to walk 90km with your
mates year after year speaks a lot of camaraderie and collective
insanity. Well done folks.
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tracks

SPAIN: IT Band on the run
GSheehy, a man one suspects considers his physio’s instructions to
be on the arbitrary side of mandatory, has indulged in what he will
doubtless claim was ‘active rest’ in the Canary Islands. It’s a mostly
uphill (with as much uphill as the Maumturks Walk) route with a bus to
return you to the start, and the reassurance that almost everyone you
meet will be going the other way. Non-conformists of the world don’t
unite, or something like that.
http://mountainviews.ie/track/3641/
Mount Guajara, 2,717m
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NORTH:
Commonage
People
Inishowen remains
a wonderful little
area for a walking
holiday, its interior
secretive yet
spacious and the
coastline replete
with spectacular
cliffs and glorious
beaches. Slieve
Snaght is the
highest summit
in the region.
simon3 was on a
Mountaineering
Ireland trip which
did a north
to south-east
traverse of it and
its subsidiary Slieve Main. The initial section is eased by a road still
actively used by turf cutters, while those looking for an extra top
could vary the downward journey by including the other satellite top
of Damph before descending to the road to the west..
http://mountainviews.ie/track/3638/
EAST: Annie get your Lugnagun
Despite its relatively low altitude Lugnagun is one of the more
inconvenient summits stretched around the shores of Poulaphouca
Reservoir, and with that in mind bunsen7 has uploaded a track giving

a very straightforward
short approach from the
lanes to the west. This
route doesn’t really link
conveniently to anything
else (Sorrel Hill is a fair
distance to the east)
but there are plenty of
similarly brief excursions
hereabouts with which
to extend the day.
http://mountainviews.ie/track/3608/
SOUTH-WEST: Good Colly Miss Molly
Muddyboots has seemingly used the track facility to back up his
GPS this month, and among the plethora of routes he has uploaded
is an easy shlep up a conspicuous peak in the Iveragh interior and
an otherwise elusive Arderin Beg. Access to both is eased by a very
gently graded farm track leading almost to the top of Colly, from
where Meenteog SE
Top is a short diversion.
The starting point of
Coomaspeara is both
nicely remote and
surprisingly accessible,
and I can vouch for the
friendliness of the farmer.
http://mountainviews.ie/
track/3615/

explore

Sturrall: A
Glorious Living
Account of
a Coastal
Hill
Living, that is,
to fight
another day.

Peter Walker treads carefully
on a visit to the dramatic
Donegal promontory.

The classic view of Sturrall from the mainland

explore
The approach to the Sturrall

There’s a little passage of deeply personal writing within the Scafell
Pike chapter of Wainwright’s peerless Pictorial Guides To The
Lakeland Fells. Titled ‘Soliloquy’, it’s a rumination on what exactly
it is that drives people out into the hills…solace, the satisfaction
of exercising muscles rendered otherwise idle by modern life, the
subconscious search for beauty…why did sane folk do this when they
could be fast asleep or eating ice cream? I can empathise with all of
this (especially the ice cream part) and with his conclusion that most
walkers had come over the years to love the hills and to regard them
as the type of friends who are always there when needed.
But because of Wainwright’s reputation for timidity, he never
mentions that occasional craving that afflicts myself and a fair few
others: the need for raw excitement.
During my time in Ireland this desire for an adrenaline spike has
guided my steps towards such obvious locations as the Beenkeragh

Ridge, the Big Gun, the Hag’s Tooth, the Faha Ridge, the tors of
the Mournes, and the Kerringear knife edge on Slieve League. The
latter is a highlight of the most spectacular stretch of coastline in
all of these islands, forged by the Atlantic into an array of huge
cliffs, towering stacks and hidden beaches. And it awakened a
vague memory of a passage within ‘Wild Walks’, the final entry in a
classic triptych of coffee table opuses from the 1980s. It described a
magnificent headland with a linking arête, a memory solidified by an
occasional startling photograph and by a distant sighting from the
coast to the north. What I saw was as if the Disney castle had been
remodelled by someone with quite profound psychological issues, a
spiky crest of collapsing crenulations which presented some searching
questions for the laws of physics.
You’ve seen it too. We’ve all seen the Sturrall, if only in our
dreams.
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To get to the Sturrall you must first get to Port. A car park
grassy neck beckoning down before all manner of tottering weirdness
sits down by the shoreline with a nearby cottage, one of the few
led upwards and hopefully, maybe onwards. A slip on the right looked
places in this bit of south west Donegal where the land doesn’t end
like a bad idea with an indeterminate outcome. The consequences of
hundreds of feet above the sea. It’s a much lauded destination, but
a slip on the left were…much clearer, shall we say. As I tried to gather
the journey to it is relatively humdrum…a lot of single track road
my thoughts a bit nature saw fit to have a cloud roll across the crest
traces a route through a comparatively bleak interior, and most of the
of the Sturrall, because it was so obviously in need of being rendered
interest comes from those awful moments of wordless
more impressive. And after a bit of internal discussion (‘it’s
“the
crest
negotiation when you and the opposing driver try to
a fair wodge of diesel money’, ‘you’ve thought about this
work out who’s the one who’ll have to get their car into a
for years’, ‘just look at the bloody thing!’ vs ‘JUST LOOK
seemed
passing place. All this absorption in traffic management
simultaneously AT THE BLOODY THING’) and fretting as to whether this
may mean that the occasional glimpse of the Sturrall
was really the sort of thing on which I should be breaking
colossal
and
from this road goes unnoticed…or you might see it
in a new pair of trail shoes, I started a ‘controlled slither’
fragile”
clearly but the ridiculousness of its outline makes you
down. Don’t let the game face slip.
think it’s a cloud.
The descent is steep but there’s an accompanying fence…
On this particular occasion (a bright Sunday afternoon in late
it’s tricky to justify feeling too intimidated when someone else
July) I arrived at the road end to discover the little car park was
full…maybe I should stop writing articles about the place. I found
a spot for the jeep a little further back up the road, then set off
along the track climbing south, parallel to the coast. A fair number
of the occupants of the parked cars were on this same stretch of
track, but their numbers thinned once I passed the monument to
the unfortunates lost when the Sydney sank along this coast in 1870.
The backwards view is impressive but for the moment the immediate
foreground was all, well, foreground, peaty soft grass that could be
pretty much anywhere in Ireland. Soon the track was forsaken and
that foreground was being walked on rather than looked at. And then
after a couple of more kilometres came a reminder that this isn’t just
anywhere.
The previously benign skyline began to warp and dislocate more
and more as every step gradually sank the foreground towards
the Atlantic. Up until now I had had very much a ‘lemme at it!’
demeanour, but now I wasn’t nearly so gung-ho…the crest seemed
simultaneously colossal and fragile, and I was aware that the crazily
steep mountainside falling from it was actually the Sturrall’s tamer
face. And then I was at the edge overlooking the headland, a narrow

The view back from the ridge
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The gendarmes on the crest

was obviously comfortable enough with these surroundings to do
construction work in them. Soon I was on the lowest point and
trying to conjure a plan of action. Initially this constituted dumping
the rucksack (in scrambling situations I always prefer to know the
exact dimensions of my body, if that makes any sense) and then
cautiously wandering up the initial shaley-but-easy ascent. Just as the
ridge looked liable to get its act together I started contouring-cumdescending on the right…the suggestions in Alan Tees’ guide made it
clear that the solution to gaining the summit of the Sturrall lay on this
side.
It didn’t go brilliantly. The slope seemed steep and liable to lapse
into proper looseness at any moment. Even when I felt secure enough
to stand in balance and think, the way on was obviously blocked by

the cliffs falling from the crest. I turned around and contoured back,
the thought of sacking the whole thing entirely now gaining some
traction. This north face of the Sturrall didn’t seem immediately
dangerous, but the sheer scale of it couldn’t fail to play on the mind.
Once back at the rucksack I realised I’d gone the wrong way, and
traversing around from that low point progress was much more easily
made. At one point there was an area of
grass sufficiently extensive and flat that “the sheer scale of
I could run around on it, if I’d have been
it couldn’t fail to
in a running around sort of mood. If this
play on the mind”
miniature prairie had been stuck on an
inland peak it would have been the greatest picnic spot imaginable
with countless rocks to sit on and spectacular cliffs to gaze up at. But
here the presence of the sea had an effect akin to discovering your
hotel room is allegedly haunted…rationally you knew you wouldn’t
fall into it, but you couldn’t help but wonder if you might.
Still, onwards. Next up was a slanting slab, inclined seawards at
the exact angle to make you ponder the possibility that the pebbles
dusting it might turn into marbles when trodden on. Carefully I picked
my way across, very mindful that the seaward slope was becoming
more abrupt with every step (never mind the likelihood that I’d have
to come back the same way). Now a rising traverse across steep turf
towards the skyline, and the encouragement of sighting the ‘low wall’
mentioned in the guidebook description. This was plonked at the end
of a grassy ledge with a shallow scoop directly below. I decided upon
the former rather than the latter as an approach; more exposed but
also seemingly more secure as I sit-shuffled along it, facing outwards.
The wall hosted a tangle of discarded fencing wire with which to
evade entanglement, and once this was clumsily accomplished I put
down a steadying hand and stood up.
I looked straight down the 180m to the sea. I’d kind of expected
it, but…
…it still prompted involuntary recoil. I put the other hand down,
wrenched my gaze away from the huge drop in front of me and
stared up into the sky in denial. Said sky was utterly cloudless so
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now I was blinded as well as shocked. Psychological unsteadiness
was by now manifesting physically, and I seemed to have forgotten
where exactly gravity was coming from. A distant voice of common
sense wrestled me down into a sitting position; after all, you rarely
read a mountain rescue report that tells you how the casualty was
sat on the ground and then proceeded to fall off. I looked up the
bracken cloaked ridge leading further aloft…this probably would
take me shortly to the actual summit, but my sun-bleached vision
was impairing my ability to determine
“i seemed to have
the difficulty. I blinked. I thought. I
remembered. The slither down, the initial forgotten where
poor route finding, the scale, the sea,
exactly gravity
the sky…and then the shock of the drop
was coming from”
on the other side of the ridge. That last
bit was like the sudden appearance of Ben Gardner’s head in ‘Jaws’.
And with that, I realised that this was the kind of day where I needed
a bigger boat.
I’m the sort of person who always feels a bit of a tension release
once he retrieves his rucksack, so I felt pretty relaxed by the time I
scrabbled my way back up to the mainland. I looked back down to
the Sturrall, its architecture as improbable as ever, acknowledged that
it was still a beautiful day, found myself considering how long it would
take to just turn around and have another crack at the summit…
and I stopped myself. I was now armed with the knowledge of the
route round the back to regain the ridge, I knew all about the level
of exposure along that final section, conditions simply couldn’t be
better. Hell, if I thought about it deeply enough the whole thing was
actually easy.
But it just didn’t feel like I’d earned the right to snatch victory
from the jaws of defeat on this particular day. Simply using the day’s
experience to volte-face and mug the Sturrall didn’t seem respectful
enough; this ridiculous coastal behemoth shouldn’t succumb to
whims and indecision. And sometimes, failure just feels like the right
outcome.
It’ll certainly add something to the rematch. g

Looking south along the coast to Glen Head

The traverse of the landward crest...a ‘bit’ more than hillwalking (Iain
Miller): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b6DFtu77aJk
An ascent from the seaward side...a ‘fair bit’ more than hillwalking
(Iain Miller): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wL-xtkHfm90
Another very brave soul (well, braver than me anyway) on the ridge
(Patrick Zerkowski)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M5k4enPvPsQ
Acknowledgements to Alan Tees’ excellent guidebook ‘Scrambles in
Ulster and Connacht’
Track of this escapade at http://mountainviews.ie/track/report/3538/

MV ’ s m e e t u p
NEPHIN BEGS: the Glendahurk horseshoe

nice to meet up and chat with other Mountainviews members many
with familiar ‘usernames’ from the website. People had travelled from
Dublin, Limerick, Northern Ireland and Wicklow to walk.
The climb up to the main Corranabinnia summit was quite steep
and demanding with the prospect of crossing the narrow arete to the
SW summit ahead of us.
By now the wind had increased and the cloud had got lower, so
we did not see the arête until we were upon it which may have been
a good thing! After crossing it, a scramble up a steep grassy slope
was the final climb of the day before a long trek down a spur in a
southerly direction brought us back to the cars.
That evening most of the group met up for a meal and more chat
in a Westport hostelry.
Unfortunately, we were not able to witness the spectacular views
of the Glendahurk Horseshoe on this occasion, but we had a very
enjoyable walk nevertheless.

October saw MountainViews members gathered in North Mayo
for a circuit of a Nephin Beg classic.
On the first weekend in October, 17 assorted members of the
Mountainviews community met up in the west of Ireland for a trek
around the Glendahurk horseshoe in the Nephin Beg range of
mountains organised by Liz Ashton.
As we set out there was some optimism that the weather would
improve, the summits of the mountains almost visible below the
cloud and small patches of blue sky appearing fleetingly. It turned
out to be a false optimism with the light drizzle getting heavier as we
approached a Mass Rock complete with Cross on the slopes of Ben
Gorm overlooking Clew Bay.
As we continued around the circuit spirits remained high, it was

If anyone has a suggestion for the location of the next
Mountainviews Member Meetup walk, possibly next Spring please
contact me at elizabethashton2014@outlook.com - Liz Ashton g
Reference: http://mountainviews.ie/summit/98/
The Glendahurk Valley

lowland walks

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS
OF THE BULLISH KIND
By Pepé (AKA David Murphy)

A Saga of Hope Trumped by Experience
ED: This is an extremely amusing article which any of us who have
gone for a summit on farmed land can relate to. Read it for the
laughs – but never forget the risks it describes. People really are
trampled to death every year by bovines. On finding animals on land
the only sensible course of action may be to go away, regrettably.
Don’t forget the owner of the land and animals who really doesn’t
want trouble.
One day Pepé had hours to kill on a road-trip from Dublin to
Waterford. Down the N81 he barrelled, heart set on tackling
Ballyhook Hill, a mighty Wicklow peak, one of three targets on his
list for the day. Nothing untoward would have occurred had Pepé
exercised a degree of caution, but cop-on is a department where he
is lacking. Kind folk describe him as stubborn. Others call him bullheaded – an appropriate epithet considering
“Cop-on is a
what ensued.
department
He parked the car as per Eamonoc’s
excellent instructions, and believed he was
where he is
everything right plodding up the track
sadly lacking” doing
to the left of working farmland. There would
have been no problem had Pepé picked another time of year but this
was the middle of the bulling season. Also, he may have misread the
instructions on MV, something he is prone to do.
He found himself faced with what is a huge area of pasture fenced
off by wires, electric and otherwise, creating five or six smaller fields
– containment areas for bulls. At the side of the track a gate stood
waiting to be hopped into a feeding/watering area for cattle. This
section of the farm contained about thirty bullocks, all standing still,

The mighty Ballyhook Hill

cogitating on the state of the world, uninterested in the encroaching
human – so Pepé thought. Over the gate he jumped, thinking he
could walk close to the ditch
“Curious to check out the without attracting attention. It
new man in their midst” is always thus with Pepé – his
life a saga of hope trumped
by experience. He never learns. The bullocks came over, curious to
check out the new man in their midst.

Those Funny Familiar Funeral Feelings

Were Pepé a normal person he would have turned on his boots,
retreated to his car, and contented himself with the next hill on his
list. Instead, he believed the sight of a hiking stick and calm words of
discouragement would fend off the animals. This ploy worked – sort
of. They followed at a respectful distance, like mourners behind a
coffin at a funeral. With great relief Pepé came to another gate-type
structure, slipped through, and left this herd behind. Thinking he was
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home free, he strolled into what he reckoned to be an empty field.
He noticed more bullocks in yet another fenced off section to his
right. Another thirty or so, but fenced off so he was okay, wasn’t he?
He saw him then. Papa Bull. King of All
“The bull that
the Bulls. The bull that might have inspired
might have
the Táin. Huge, mouldy-looking; a heavy
rusty ring through his nostrils. This fierce- inspired the Táin”
some creature eyed him from a corner of
the field Pepé had made the mistake of stepping into – Daddy Bull’s
personal and very own private field. The creature dragged himself
up off his haunches and began to paw the ground. Pepé heard him
breathe heavily and snort.
Fortunately, this field was small. A fence stood not far away. The
choice was simple: a one-handed vault to safety with the grace of an
Olympic gymnast, or the desperate clamber of a panicking prisonerof-war scaling the fence in any of a dozen war films. I leave it to you
to imagine which of these choices Pepé most resembled for a period
of several fear-infected seconds.
The problem now was that he found himself in with that far lot of
bullocks who were grouping together, planning an attack. However
another fenced off bit of this huge bull-run lay adjacent – and empty.
Pepé hopped
into this and
made his way to
the upper corner
where he climbed
a ditch close by
the mast and
walked another
bit of grass (bereft
of menacing
creatures) and
summited
Ballyhook.
A cow. Or is it a bull?
But our hero

had to get down. No alternative descent; nothing for it but retrace
steps and pretend he was in Pamplona for the second time that day.
He had an advantage now – local knowledge of the land. Know thine
enemy, the good book says and Pepé is a great man for quoting the
Bible. Thus encouraged, he began the descent.

What Goes Up has to Come Down

Everything went well, so he believed, for a while. He avoided the
Royal Bull in his regal field. He believed he had also avoided that
top-most herd in the section alongside the bull. He ambled down a
five yard wide electric avenue between fences, wondering how he
had missed it on the way up, whistling to himself; self-congratulating
on making a good descent. Yet a nagging doubt grew. He could feel
distant vibrations (maybe not so distant).
“A dread feeling A slow-motion stampede seemed to come
percolated up from out of the ground directly behind
him, a bit like that scene in Jurassic Park
Pepé’s spine”
where you hear the thud of Tyrannosaurus
Rex before seeing him. A dread feeling
percolated up Pepé’s spine. Hairs stood on the back of his neck. He
could feel the earth move beneath his feet. Something was behind
and closing. He turned around. That topmost herd of thirty bullocks
had made their way into this avenue through some opening he had
not noticed and were following, in fact, they were gaining – that
funeral feeling tore through his mind like a pair of slashing horns.
Quickly he clambered another fence, the last one, so was back in
with the bullocks down by that feeding/watering area. He could see
the final gate a hundred yards away. The end was in sight – of the
field and of Pepé – because this time the downtown bullocks were
more adventurous. Over they came again, not following like at his
funeral but frisking around and about, coming up really close. One
or two started kicking hind legs like broncos at a rodeo. He saw the
topmost herd head over to join them in a pincer movement. They
had found another opening and were ganging up, thirty plus thirty,
what a load of bullocks.
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A lot of bullocks. Pic: Fiona MacGinty-O’Neill

The Brink of Death and the Great Escape

Human sounds of admonishment not so calm now, the hiking stick
in his raised hand inhibited the animals but only a little. He was
afraid that too much wielding of the stick might drive the beasts of
Ballyhook over the brink. Mad thoughts ran through his rattled mind:
here he was leading his followers, Pepé the Pied Piper of Ballyhook
Hill, sixty bullocks closing in on him. He could see the headline in The
Irish Times: ‘Hillwalker Gored to Death’ or (in the Daily Mail) ‘Pieces
of Idiot Walker Found in Four Sections of Field’. Forty yards to the
gate, they were moving in for the kill!
Suddenly they all started to head to the troughs. They had been

“I would have
beaten off
the lot of you
single-handed!”

following him thinking he was Farmer
Moses leading them to water. Pepé was
safe! He made the last few yards, climbed
the gate back to the real world and strolled
to the car occasionally stopping to turn and
yell, “Cowards! I would have beaten off the
lot of you single-handed!” He sat in the driving seat, a chuffed man,
chuckling at what mileage he would get out of this bullish escapade.
He was still smiling at how he would impress his pals with this latest
story when he pulled up miles away at Tinoran Hill, ready for the next
adventure. g

challenge walks

eating on the hoof
Pea soup but no food in the Knockmealdowns on
The Highwayman Challenge 2017 writes Jim Holmes

Even though November is now upon us, there was plenty of
challenge walking to be done throughout October...
By all accounts the electromagnetic spectrum is pretty much
everything that is in existence all around us... with visible light being
just a tiny part of this.
At one end of the spectrum we have infa red - very handy for not
having to get off my arse to change channels on the TV (i.e. remote
controls).
At the other end is ultra violet which gives a nice tan but winkles

Photo: John FitzGerald

(or worse) an early melanoma!
Having a similar spectrum of sorts is the world of challenge walks!!
At one end, new clubs like Na Sléibhte Hillwalking Club are
championing long distance walking and are going from strength to
strength. They celebrated a very successful first walk on The Galtys
earlier in the month and their second walk (Wicklow / East Coast) is
already in preparation. You can chase up their exciting ventures on
their FB Page.
It was a pleasure in October, to welcome to the calendar, a new
walk at the more gentle end of the spectrum... The Highwayman
Challenge!
Even though this walk is not self-navigating (a pre-requisite within
the ‘challenge’ criteria) it is included for the honest reason that we
here at MountainViews believe it to be the safest introduction to the
challenge walking world.
“...A steady climb to the plateau of Knockshanahullion gave us
the measure of the
group and no one was
found wanting. At this
stage we headed north,
off the Blackwater
Way, for the summit
of Knockshanahullion
passing the standing
stones in thick fog. It
was the first experience
for some of the walkers
of navigating in pea
soup across featureless
bog, but we managed
just fine and after a
brief look around the
summit we headed
south to re-join the
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Blackwater Way.
Downhill east then
heading generally for
Knockalougha, can we stop
for a bite to eat I was asked,
“no “said I “we want you to
experience the full misery
of a challenge walk, eat
while you’re moving “... so
off we rocked leaving a few
perplexed faces...“
(Excerpt from The
Highwayman Challenge 2017,
John Fitzgerald)
With near on two-hundred
hardy-souls on the hills the inaugural Highwayman
Challenge proved a great
success!
Photo: John FitzGerald
But sure with
MountainViews members Jackill and BleckCra at the guiding helm...
the event was sure to be memorable to say the least!
This (new) walk serves as the perfect introduction to the world of
‘eating on the hoof’ and never, ever thinking to complain!!
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You can read John Fitzgerald’s report of the event at...
http://mountainviews.ie/cms/mv1/node/109
“... Through the forestry then, another half-whispered suggestion
of a break? A response from someone in the group “don’t bother
asking, they won’t stop”... they’re getting the hang of it now...“
(excerpt from The Highwayman Challenge 2017, John Fitzgerald)
Yup, the pains of The Calendar are alive and well, thanks to ever
eager new recruits... chomping at the bit!... even though the club
challenge walks won’t begin again until March / April at the earliest.
Oh yeah... and don’t forget the sunblock (yes even in
November)... need to keep that early melanoma lark at bay!
Onwards and upwards.
Keep safe and enjoy your day - Jim Holmes g

RE C ENT I MAGE S
Some of the best examples of mountain photography from our members.
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RE C ENT I MAGE S
Some of the best examples of mountain photography from our members.

Lislorkan Top, Co. Clare

View from Trawoughter Hill, Co. Mayo
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Westport Demesne Hill
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The Bridge Ridge, Nephin
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Photo OF THE MONTH

“Scouts on a summit”, Corrin, Nagles Mountains
of member jackil

b

Fiachra O’Cinneide, a member of Fermoy 18/19th Scout Group, by way

w e b si t e i m p r o v e m e n t s
Simon Stewart keeps us abreast with the latest developments and improvements on the MountainViews website
local 100

Earlier in the year we slightly modified the formula for this as a
result of suggestions and comment. You still have to visit 100 local
summits, however we offer 110 for you to choose from. We were
gratified to see the following comment from member wwwalker who
says...

I just wanted to say well done on the change to the local 100 conditions. I was
nearly there but the last 2 or 3 would have involved almost going through peoples
gardens etc. so I abandoned trying to finish it several months ago. On revisiting
today I see the change which is absolutely great, very sensible, well done. Just 2 to
go now and it’s easy to find 2 doable summits, thank you.
Reviewing the history of this we now realise that when we added
the 100m prominence Binnions in 2014 we inadvertently created a
situation whereby many lower not so visitable hills were introduced
to the Local 100. Comments made suggested a change. Of course,
since no-one in Ireland had previously popularised a list of 100m
summits and got feedback on them we learnt from the experience of
our members.

Islands – new Irish Island list

Earlier this year we added many islands to what we offer, bringing
the total to 577. We mentioned in last month’s newsletter how you
can tick whether you have reached an island separately from ticking
as to whether you reached the highpoint of the island.
We have now added the Irish Island list.

for those that have ticked islands

Sorry but you will need to go through what you have ticked and
indicate whether you reached the highpoint or simply reached the
island. You can do this using the:

Irish Island Features list at http://mountainviews.ie/lists/islandfeature/
Here you will find for each feature two tick boxes, one for visiting the
feature (highpoint or summit) and another for reaching the island.
Of course, if you say you have visited a feature (that is summit) on an
island then that implies you have visited the island.

track refining

Suppose you uploaded a track to MountainViews but find that it also
unnecessarily shows all the driving back home, because you forgot to
turn recording off on the GPS. Or say you visited several smaller hills
on one day but want to show visiting each as separate tracks.
Now you can do this using the “Optional: Refine start, end &
activity” button for tracks found if you press “Edit Description”, a
button under each shared track.

A full description of this feature is at http://mountainviews.ie/
motleyviews/suggestions/comment/7980/

coastal walking

In this quarterly you will see a
report on the delights of Sturrall, a
very rocky coastal hill in Donegal.
We have been building our list of
Coastal Hills and this month we
added Clare Coastal Hills.

EMVEE-TUBE
TWO OF THE videos submitted by members in
the last month.

The scramble onto the summit tor of Slieve Bearnagh, from
YouTube user SkyTask (www.skytask.co.uk).

Crows and sheep (together for the first time!), Brocken Spectres
and the deeply underrated Stumpa Duloigh, from YouTube user
bradleylinemihler

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fdyHSMHrHmM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kaB1bV9W6wY&t=405s

notices
•

If you are contributing, please be careful to respect the interests
of landowners. Suggest access routes well away from houses,
gardens or that could conceivably impact farming activities. When
walking, keep away from gardens or farm buildings. Use stiles
or gates wherever possible. Never do anything that could allow
animals to roam where the farmer did not intend. Ask permission
where appropriate.

•

Report quads in national park area (in which they are banned).
For Wicklow please phone the Duty Ranger: 087-9803899 or the
office during office hours Telephone: +353-404-45800. Put these
numbers in your phone, take regs etc. Let MV know of contact
numbers for other areas.

•

If you have climbed some of the less well known places, we would
appreciate a summit rating and also GPS readings for summits.

•

Report suspicious activity to the police forces, as below.

•

•

If your car is broken into in an upland area report it to the PSNI
or Gardai as this will help them be aware of the issue and tackle
it in future. Store the numbers. In Northern Ireland use the PSNI
non-emergency number 0845 600 8000. In the Republic you can
find the local Garda District HQs phone numbers at www.garda.ie/
Stations/Default.aspx. Specifically for the hotspot of Wicklow: the
Garda Divisional Headquarters in Bray is 01 6665300.

If we can, let’s make MV have more than one route up a summit
so as to reduce the tendency for paths to appear. Your grid refs in
comments for different starting points show up on MountainViews
maps as well as GPS tracks.

•

MountainViews are on Twitter as MountainViewsIE. Follow us and
we will follow you back. Any queries to secretary@mountainviews.ie

•

If you hear of a problem area or route, write it up in
MountainViews which does everyone a service. Report rubbish
tipping in the Republic - ring EPA hotline 1850 365 121

Visit the MountainViews Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/mountainviewsie/
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SOS
An appeal for your help from MountainViews.ie
Particularly for programmers.

As you know, MountainViews.ie exists solely through the efforts of its
volunteers and contributors.
And hopefully we can continue to offer this free resource for a very
long time. While the MountainViews committee is well-represented
across a broad number of skills such as strategic planning, design,
surveying, research etc, we do urgently need some support on the
technical side, as the entire workload for this area currently falls on a
single programmer and another member supporting the server.
To this end we are asking for volunteers to help ensure the
continuance of MountainViews.ie into the future, by offering to assist
in matters such as software maintenance, making minor feature
changes, fixing bugs, testing, dealing with hosting issues etc.
The MountainViews.ie website is developed using Open Source

Tools such as Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP, Javascript, jQuery
and OpenLayers. Collaboration tools include Git and Gitlab.
Volunteering would involve from a couple of hours committment a
week to more depending on interest. Currently we particularly need
someone to help in software development/ maintenance. (We are
looking for people with Cordova or Phonegap experience also.)
Please help ensure that MountainViews remains the finest
hillwalking resource in these islands.
If you think you have at least some of the necessary technical skills
and would like a chat without commitment please contact
admin@mountainviews.ie

Many Thanks

